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By the method of direction wave operators, we prove that absolutely continuous 
parts of commutative m-tuples of self-adjoint operators in complex Hilbert spaces 
are invariant up to unitary equivalence under perturbations of class B, for p < m, 
m > 2. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The present paper treats stability theory for absolutely continuous parts of 
commutative m-tuples of self-adjoint operators in complex Hilbert spaces (in 
the following briefly called commutative m-tuples) using the concept of 
direction wave operators developed by Voigt [6]; in [6], invariance up to 
unitary equivalence of absolutely continuous parts of commutative m-tuples 
is proved under perturbations of class B, (of compact operators such that the 
sequences of eigenvalues of their moduli belong to Zp) for p < m provided 
that m > 3. Using the technique of Pearson [4], we can prove this result via 
wave operator methods for m = 2, too. (Voiculescu [S] proved a more 
general result by different methods.) 
In Section 2, we prove a theorem about existence of direction wave 
operators which seems to be the best attainable using our methods, whereas 
in the third section we derive the announced result from it. A lemma which is 
of some importance not only in this paper but in perturbation theory on the 
whole is proved in the Appendix. 
Let us agree upon using common notations without explanation, not 
explaining indices as long as there do not arise any obscurities and limits for 
t -+ 03 and upon the following notations: 
Scalar products-antilinear in the first and linear in the second 
argument-are denoted by (., a), norms by [I . [I; to avoid misunderstandings, 
we sometimes refer to the underlying space. 
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If H and H’ are Hilbert spaces, B(H, H’) (B,(H, H’)) denotes the space 
of bounded, everywhere defined (compact) operators from H to H’; 
B,(H, H’) is defined asindicated above. If H = H’, we write B(H), B,(H) 
and B,(H) instead of B(H, H), B,(H, H) and B,(H, H). 
The domain of definition and the range of an operator T are denoted by
D(T) and R(T), respectively. 
2. EXISTENCE OF DIRECTION WAVE OPERATORS 
We begin this ection by giving the definition of direction wave operators 
in the two-space setting: 
2.1. DEFINITION. Suppose H and H’ are complex Hilbert spaces, 
A E B(H, H’) and A’ E B(H’, H), T and T are commutative m-tuples in H
and H’, respectively, and r E S,- , , the unit sphere inIR”. 
Then the direction wave operator W(r, A, T, r) is defined by
D( W(r, A, Y, 7) := {f E H such that 
s-lim exp(i(o t tr) 7”)A exp(-i(u t tt) T)f 
exists for all uE R” and is independent of a}; 
W(r, A, 7*, T)f := s-lim exp(itrY) A exp(-ittT)f 
forfE D(W(t,A, P 7)). 
W(r, A’, T, 7”) is defined in the same way. 
We often write W(r, A) and IV’(r,A’) instead ofIV(t, A  T’, T) and 
IV(r, A’, T, T’), respectively. 
If S(F) is a subspace ofH(H’) contained in D(W(r, A)) (D(W’(r, A’))), 
we say: FV(t, A) exists onS (W’(t,(A’) exists onS’). 
The main aim of this ection isto prove the following result about 
existence of direction wave operators which is crucial in this paper. 
2.2. THEOREM. Let H(H’) be a complex Hilbert space, j E B(H, H’), 
m > 2, T = (T ,,..., T,)(T’ = (T; ,..., Tk)) a commutative m-tuple in H(H’), 
E(E’) the spectral measure of T(T), P an orthogonal projection onto a 
reducing subspace of T such that P < Pa,, the orthogonal projection onto 
H,,, the subspace ofabsolute continuity of T, and J a bounded interval in 
R”. Suppose p C m, 
T,E’(J) jE(J) P - E’(J) jT, E(J) P E B,(H, H’), (1) 
T,E’(J’) jE(J) P - E’(J’)jT,E(J) P E B,(H, H’) (2) 
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for all bounded intervals J’ in IR” and that P, is T,, -jP-subordinate 
(see Al) for n = l,..., m;finally assume 
(id -j*j) E(J) EB,(H). (3) 
Then there exists a et N c S, _ , of measure z ro such that W(r, jE(J) P) 
is a partial isometry with initial setR(E(J) P for all rE S, _ 1 - N. 
Proof: We prove the assertion n three steps: 
(i) If (1) is fulfilled, th n there exists a et N c S,-, of measure z ro 
such that W(t, E’(J) jE(J) P) exists (on H) for all tE S,- I -N. 
Throughout this tep of the proof, weuse the following notations: 
j’ := E’(J) jE(J) P, 
W(t, t) := exp(itrT’) j’ exp(-itrT) 
for tE S,-, and t E [0, co), 
V,, := T”E’(J) jE(J) P -E’(J) jT,E(J) P 
for n= I,..., m, and 
(CT, V):= 2: c7” v, 
for uE R*. 
By the spectral epresentation the rem and the compactness of I’,, for 
n = l,..., m, we may assume without loss of generality that here exists a 
sequence (S,) of Bore1 sets in R”’ such that R(E(J) P) = @ L’(S,) and 
Tn IRWWP~ is the maximal operator of multiplication with the nth component 
of the variable in @ L*(S,). 
Following arguments in the proof of Lemma 4.1 and step (v) of the proof 
of Theorem 4.2a in [6] we see that it is sufficient to show that for every 
k E N and f E L*(S,) n L”O(S,) exists a et N,c S,,- , of measure z ro such 
that s-lim W(r, t)f exists for all t E S,,,-, - N,. So let k E N and 
f E L2(s,) n L”3(s,). 
Following the proof of [4] we conclude (by a slight modification of the 
arguments) 
II(W(G 0 - W(r5 Wll’ 
= F”, (.A F,,(Y(t, t) - w, s) + Y(s, t) - Y(s, s>>f), 
where 
F&Y) := jb exp(itrT) X exp(-itrT) dt 
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for XE B(H) and a, b E [0, co), and 
Y(s, t) := --i(exp(itsT) jr* exp(-i(t - s) rT)(t, V) exp(-isrT) 
- exp(iU)(r, V)* exp(-i(t - s) U’) 1 exp(-issT)) 
for s, t E [0, co). 
To prove the xistence of s-lim W(7, t)ffor r E S,,-, , it is thus apparently 
sufficient to show 
i 
I(f, exp(iurT) XV,exp(-iusT)f)j du + 0
uniformly forX in a fixed bounded ball in B(H’, H) for t = l,..., m. 
In order to get on with this, weprove 
(4) 
5 
1) Wexp(-iuT)fj)* JuJ-(~~~) du< C < a2 (5) 
for WE B,,(L2(S,), H), where C depends only on I\ WI],, and the domain of 
integration is {u E IRm: j u1 > 1). 
As 
with (sq) E I2 and orthonormal sequences (f,) and (g,) in L2(S,) and H, 
respectively, w  obtain 
II wfw(-WSII* = Plm X lsq12 Ill’ 
for all uE [Rm, at which F denotes the Fourier t ansform in L2(lRm) and f ,“f 
is canonically extended toIi?” for qE N. Repeated application of Holder’s 
inequality (for sums and intgrais; w thp’ := (1 - p-‘)-I) yields 
(1 W exp(-iuT)fl(2 I u I-Cm- ‘)du 
from which we immediately obtain (5). 
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V, E B,(H, H’) implies the existence of W, E B,,(H) and 
W:, EB,,(H, ’) with V, = Wk W,, so that 
I 1 m I(f, exp(iutT) XV,exp(-iurT) f)ldu &0(t) sm-I ’
l/2 
< I( W, exp(--iuT)f()2 1 uI-(“-‘) du 
X 0 (1 W;*X* exp(-iuT)fl12 ~u(i”‘w1)du)“2 
for all XE B(H’, H), n = l,..., m (wdenotes the Lebesgue m asure onS,- J. 
Thus (5) implies that here is a set N,c S,,- r of measure z ro such that (4) 
is fulfilled for all rE S,,_ i - N, which finishes theproof of (i). 
(ii) If (1) and (2) are fulfilled and Tk is T,, -jP-subordinate for n= 
I,..., m, then W(s, jE(J) P) exists (on H) for all tE S,-, -N. 
For every interval I inRm with fc (Rm -J)“, Lemma A2 yields 
E’(R” -J)@(Z) P E B,(H, H’) 
which implies 
W(r, .‘(P - J)jE(Z) P = 0 
for all rE S,- r. Together with the first ep, weeasily obtain the assertion 
of the second step. 
(iii) Theorem 2.2 is true. 
Because ofthe first two steps, it suffices to show .that (3) implies 
for all fE H; but this is the case since 
1) exp(iaT’)jE(J) P exp(-iur>flj2 
= IIE(J) Pf/l” + (exp(iaT) E(J) P(j*j - id) E(J) P exp(-icrT)f, f) 
for all uE Rm. 
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3. UNITARY EQUIVALENCE OF ABSOLUTELY CONTINUOUS PARTS OF 
COMMUTATIVE m-TUPLES 
Theorem 2.2 implies some statements about unitary equivalence of 
absolutely continuous parts of commutative m-tuples. We do not state he 
strongest ones, but content ourselves with the result announced inthe 
introduction: 
3.1. THEOREM. Let H be a complex Hilbert space, m > 2, 
T= (T,,..., T,) U’ = (T; ,..., KJ) a commutative m-tuple in H. Suppose 
p < m, T’,, = T, + V,, with V,, E B,(H) for n = l,..., m. 
Then the absolutely continuous parts of T and T’ are unitarily equivalent. 
Proof. The presumptions of Theorem 2.2 are obviously fulfilled with
H’ := H, j := id, P := P,, and every bounded interval J inR”; thus for every 
bounded interval J inR”’ there exists a et NJ c S,- I of measure z ro such 
that W(r, E(J) P,,) is a partial isometry with initial setR@(J) P,,) for all 
r E S,- I - NJ (by Theorem 2.2); this easily implies the existence of aset 
NcS,-, of measure zero such that W(r, P,,) is a partial isometry with 
initial setH,, for all 7E S,,-, - N. 
In the same way, one uses Theorem 2.2 to prove the existence of aset 
N’ c S,-, of measure zero such that W'(7, PhC) is a partial isometry with 
initial setHb, for all tE S,- i - N’. (PbC and Hb, are analogous to P,, 
and H,,.) 
Now some easy considerations 16, Sect. 3]show that W(r, P,,) is a partial 
isometry with initial set H,, and final set HL, for all r E S,_, - 
(N U N’) # 0 which provides the assertion. 
APPENDIX 
Here we prove aresult which is used in this paper (step ii) of the proof of 
Theorem 2.2 and is of some importance in perturbation heory. (Other 
applications (in the case m = 1) are to be found in [ 1, 21.) 
Al. DEFINITION (compare 131). Let H and H’ be Hilbert spaces, 
A E B(H, H’), and T and F be self-adjoint operators in H and H’ with 
spectral measures E and E’, respectively. 
If 
E’(R - (-k, k)) AZ?(J) --t 0 for k-r co, 
we say: T is T-A-subordinate. 
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A2. LEMMA. Let H and H’ be Hilbert spaces, j E B(H, H’), T = 
(T, ..., T,)and T = (T, ..., Tk) be commutative m-tuples inH and H’ with 
spectral measures E and E’, respectively, J a bounded interval in Rm and P 
an orthogonal projection onto a reducing subspace ofT. Suppose 
Ti E’(J’)jE(J) P - E’(J’) jT, E(J) P E B,(H, H’) 
for all bounded intervals J’ in Rm with 7 c (IF?” - J>” and Ti is T,, - jP- 
subordinate forn = l,..., m. 
Then 
E’(W -J’) jE(J) P E B,(H, H’) 
for all intervals J’ in Rm with Jc (J/)0. 
Proof As Ti is T,, -jP-subordinate for n= l,..., m, we easily conclude 
E’(Rm - ((-k, k) x ... X (-k, k))) jE(J) P + 0 for k+co; 
thus it is apparently sufficient to prove 
E’(J’) jE(J) P E B,(H, H’) 
for all bounded intervals J’ inIF?” with J’c (Rm -J>“. 
There are bounded intervals J,(JL) in I?, n = l,..., m, with J= J, X ... X J,, 
(J’ = J; x . . . x Jk); let c, be the centre of(J,,)“, p,  := T, - c, and Fn := 
P, - c%for n = I,..., m. 
As J’ c (lRm - J>“, we may assume without loss of generality that 
J{ c (Rm - J$‘. Thus c IRCE,CJo) is b unded invertible, and 
Let 
then 
plk E B(W), 
pIkq;kEf(~‘) = E’(J’) 
for all kE N, and 
lim f”I;kE’(J’) jcE(J) = 0 
k-m 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
which is provided by an easy calculation. 
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Furthermore, 
FIkE'(J')jE(J)P - E'(J)J?=f:E(J)P E B&&H') (9) 
for all kE N, as one proves byinduction. 
From (6), (7) and (9), we obtain 
FEES j;k~'(~f)jc~(J)P 
= qk(PIkE’(Jf)j~(~) P - E’(J’)jfl”:(J) P E B,(kz, w) (lo) 
for all kE N. 
Equations (8) and (10) yield the desired result. 
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